
 

Annual RAM SALE    

BORDERTOWN    WEDNESDAY  11th  AUGUST 2021 

 

DAVID, KAREN & DEVON RIDGWAY  08 87542028     ridgwayadvance@activ8.net.au 

300 Sale Rams 

The home base of the Ridgway Advance Poll Merino Stud is in the Senior area 32 km north of Bordertown in South Australia’s South East. 
On Wednesday the 11th of August ’21, 200 Rams will be Individually penned with Current wool tests, EMD, FAT & Weights 

displayed. Pedigree Information Available. 
 
 

IMPACTING     PREDICTABLE    GENETIC’s 

David, Karen & Devon Ridgway   
08 87542028 / 0409 408 263 / 0437 728 276 
EMAIL; ridgwayadvance@activ8.net.au 
4363 Emu flat rd., Senior S.A. 5268 
WEB; www.ridgwayadvance@activ8.net.au 
ENQUIRES & PRIOR INSPECTIONS WELCOME / MN3-V & BRUCELLOSIS ACCREDITED 

RAM SALE – WEDNESDAY 11th August ‘21 
On-Property Ram Sale will be using the additional 
AuctionsPlus system as in 2020 
Sale 1pm / Inspection 9.30      
CATALOGUES EMAILED OR POSTED ON REQUEST 



  
 

 

Breeding principals at the Ridgway Advance Poll Merino stud, Bordertown have always been to 
co-ordinate high reproduction with the maximizing of meat and quality fibre production. 

Importantly “when it comes to merinos it is a matter of striking the Correct Balance.” 
David, Karen and Devon Ridgway believe it is paramount to always make sure there is a 

genuine balance in their stocks production and performance. Fertility with lambs on the 
ground, white quality fibre that displays a deep bold crimp with staple length, carcase, 
structure and conformation are all-important aspects of the Advance Poll Merino.  

 The Stud does not chase industry fads, but concentrates on breeding animals that they 
firmly believe is the right direction for their own merino enterprise & for their clients to 
continually achieve sustainable profits. The key to the consistent and predictable breeding at 
Ridgway Advance is understanding the capabilities of the poll merino, the quality of the 
Advance seed stock, properly planned joining programs and pedigree selection while visually 
assessing animals, only using measured traits as a tool.  

This balanced approach enables the Advance Poll Merinos to adapt well in all 
environments and reproduce at high levels while competing well in both markets. 

Due to the Ridgway Advance breeding strategies, the depth and pedigree of the 300 sale 
rams are of the highest quality for a budget that would suit most serious merino producers. 
They display a distinctive meaty carcass of correct structure and heavy bone, while 
complemented with white, deep-crimped and well-aligned fibre that grows at a rapid rate 

‘Ridgway Advance Annual On-Property Ram Sale’ is on Wednesday, August 11th, 2021 
at 4363 Emu Flat Road, Senior Bordertown, S.A. INSPECTION 9.30 / Auction 1PM SA time 

 

‘The IMPORTANCE of BALANCE & CONSISTENCY within the genetic line.’ 

 
Early Meat Development & 
Distinctive Carcass Conformation 
 

Quality Wool Fibre 
white, deep-crimped, well-aligned 

fibre that grows at a rapid rate. 

Never compromising, the number one 
profit driver 

High Reproduction Rates 

 

‘Making sure there is a Genuine BALANCE in their stocks production and performance’  

Correctly Balancing all Attributes needed in a Dual Purpose Merino


